Admissions
Open 2015

DIPLOMA PROGRAMS:

- Diploma In Information Technology
- Diploma In Computer & Business Management
- Diploma In English Language
- Diploma In HRM
- Diploma In Fashion Designing
- Diploma In Cooking & Baking
- Certificate In Information Technology
- Certificate In Beautician
- Certificate In Auto Cad
- Certificate In Web Designing
- Certificate In Accounting
- Certificate In Multimedia Graphics
- Certificate In Android Application
- Certificate In PHP
- Certificate In Java
- Certificate In Network Administration

“Exciting Pakages for Group Admissions”
Admissions Open

SZABIST ZABTech iTVE Benazirabad
offers preparation for all competitive Examinations

CSS / ISSB / PCS / IELTS

Key Features of Courses

- Weekly and Monthly Test
- Practice Of Previous Papers
- Upgraded Course
- Air Conditioned Classes
- Experienced Faculty
- Qualified & Experienced Visiting CSP Officers will also conduct classes
- Complete Guidance & Counselling

“Exciting Packages for GROUP”

For any Query.

ADDRESS
Plot No 3 & 4 Nawabshah Cooperative Housing Society Shaheed Benazirabad

CONTACT
0244-370781-82
03030341979
Admissions Open

“Learn to live with Modern Technology”

SZABIST ZABTech ITUE Benazirabad offers following programs related to English.

DEL (Diploma in English Language)
CES (Certificate in English Skills)
IELTS (International English Language Testing System)
ELDC (English Language Development Course)

Exciting Packages for Groups

For Further Detail

Address: SZABIST ZABTech Benazirabad
Plot No: 3 & 4 Housing Society
Benazirabad
Contact: 0244-370781-82-83
Email: info.sba@zabtech.edu.pk
http://www.szabist-zabtech.edu.pk